Atomistic mechanisms of crack initiation and fracture in ␣-alumina under hypervelocity impact are investigated using large-scale molecular-dynamics simulations involving 540ϫ 10 6 atoms. The simulations reveal crack initiation due to amorphization, structural phase changes, and interaction between high strain rate deformation modes, which can advance at sustained speeds of 8 km/ s.
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Compressive behavior of alumina has been investigated by Karki et al. 2 Experiments have been carried out to study the fracture processes of alumina crystal under compressive loading. [3] [4] [5] [6] Lankford et al. has discovered that microcracks form through the interaction of twinning or slip with grain boundary. 3 Similarly, Staehler et al. have identified crack initiation from dislocation pileup at grain boundaries. 5 Chan and Lawn have carried out indentation on sapphire and observed that microcracks nucleate from basal twin interfaces and pyramidal slip planes. 4 Unique transitions in fracture mechanisms have been reported by Sherman and Be'ery when cracks propagate in sapphire under bending. 6 However, the fracture mechanisms of ceramics are very sensitive to the strain rate of compressive loading. 7, 8 At low strain rates, ceramics have almost constant strengths as they fail at critical stresses when preexisting defects ͑microcracks͒ coalesce. Their strengths are dramatically higher under ultrahigh strain rates as compressive shock wave propagates faster than cracks and suppresses fracture. On the other hand, high strain rate loading generates damages of much higher density than preexisting defects, which facilitates failure in the unloading phase. Due to the limited spatiotemporal resolution of current experimental techniques, little is known about atomistic mechanisms of fracture process under hypervelocity impact ͑strain rate Ͼ10 4 s −1 ͒, which is important for alumina shields against ballistic or meteoroidal impact. Simulations of fracture and hypervelocity impact have been carried out, 9-14 but little work has been done to simulate fracture in ceramics under ultrahigh strain rate loading.
To gain insight into crack initiation mechanisms in alumina under ultrahigh strain rate ballistic loading, we have carried out large-scale molecular-dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations on ␣-alumina substrate of dimension 200ϫ 200 ϫ 130 nm 3 containing 540ϫ 10 6 atoms. The simulated system is shown in Fig. 1 . The substrate has two free ͑0001͒ surfaces at the top and at the bottom and is impacted upon the top free surface by a projectile at V 0 = 18 km/ s. The projectile is a hexagonal cylinder 20 nm wide and 40 nm long, and it is five times stiffer and five times heavier than normal alumina. Absorbing boundary conditions are applied on all sidewalls of the substrate to dampen the reflected waves. The system is prepared through MD quenching and conjugategradient relaxation following surface creation. The simulation was run for 20 000 time steps ͑30 ps͒ until the substrate spalled on top and bottom free surfaces.
Upon impact, the projectile releases its kinetic energy into the target. It creates large gradients in pressure and temperature in the substrate, which propagate almost isotropically in the form of a shock wave. Within 2 ps after impact, the shock wave reduces to an elastic wave as the pressure drops due to deceleration of the projectile. Trailing behind the shock front is a plastic deformation wave that drives the growth of an amorphous region around the molten impact face, which has a similar structure to the amorphous alumina observed by Gutiérrez and Johansson 15 as well as the molten alumina by Ansell et al. 16 Structural analysis has identified the process as pressure-driven amorphization, which is similar to the amorphization process observed by Wentzcovitch et al. in silica. 17 From the amorphous region, deformation modes nucleate and extend into the crystalline region. The anisotropic crystalline structure 18 of ␣-alumina leads to different forms of deformations including basal slip, pyramidal slip, basal twin, and rhombohedral twin. [18] [19] [20] [21] These deformations are identified through changes such as coordination numbers of atoms. Atomic coordination number is the number of nearest-neighbor atoms and calculated from the area under the first peak in the pair distribution function. One of the most important deformation modes to initiate fracture is the twin along ͕0111͖ ͑see Fig. 2͒ , which is rare compared to rhombohedral twins. 22, 23 The twins we observe along ͕0111͖ have thickness of 1.5 nm or more. Each twin trails a series of ͕0111͖ 1 3 ͗0112͘ dislocations and propagates at a roughly constant speed of 8 km/ s. Defects are generated in the form of vacancies and nanovoids, which often nucleate in twinning planes or at the ends of extra half planes of leading dislocations. The correlation between defects and twin size is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . As the twins effectively relieve shear stresses induced by the projectile penetration, they confine the severe-deformation region in the center. There are other twins initiated around the same time, such as twins along ͕0112͖, which quickly shift back to ͕0111͖ through cross slip on basal slip planes. A large number of defects are nucleated in the cross-slip region and contribute to the subsequent fracture. In regions under large shear stress normal to ͗2110͘, all aluminum atoms change coordination numbers from 6 to 5, and two-thirds of the oxygen atoms change from fourfold to threefold coordination. This structural change occurs through breaking of Al-O atomic bonds when they are stretched by lattice distortion. The process is unidirectional due to the anisotropic lattice of alumina, as the shear causing structural changes becomes ineffective when reversed. The lattice quickly reverts to normal configuration once the shear is relieved.
Deformations of different orientations often intersect one another and form defects at intersections. For example, rhombohedral twins ͑with three possible orientations͒ stop each other and create regions of disordered crystalline structure where two of them intersect. Similarly, defected regions are observed around intersections between slips, twins, slip and twin, as well as the amorphous and structural-change regions. At all these intersections, the structure is disordered and nanovoids are frequently observed. In the simulation, the compression loading wave hits the bottom free surface around t = 9 ps and is reflected as an unloading wave ͑also known as rarefaction wave͒, which applies tensile stresses on the substrate. These tensile stresses nucleate microcracks around nanovoids, which grow into major cracks through coalescence.
After t = 12 ps, when the unloading wave propagates fast the ͕0112͖ twins cross-slip region, microcracks nucleate from the intersection of two twin systems ͑basal twin and ͕0111͖ twin͒ and coalesce into larger cracks ͓see Fig. 3͑a͒ and the close-up image in Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . These cracks zigzag as they switch between basal planes and ͕0112͖ planes. However, their growth is halted around t = 18 ps when cracks open up from intersections of rhombohedral twins in the middle of the substrate ͓see Fig. 3͑a͒ , to the left of the boxed region͔. These new mode I cracks propagate to the substrate's bottom surface through coalescence with existing nanovoids. They dominate in the early stages of unloading when the middle of the substrate is subjected to the strongest tensile stresses. The crack surfaces are aligned along the ͕2110͖ ͑prism͒ planes. To estimate their fracture toughness, we first locate a microcrack that starts propagating under increasing local tensile stress. From the length of the crack and the tensile stress at which it starts propagating, we estimate the fracture toughness to be 2.0± 0.5 MPa ͱ m, which is comparable to an experimentally observed fracture toughness value of 2.2-2.5 MPa ͱ m. 24, 25 Cracks in the middle of the substrate heal in a few picoseconds as cracks in the cross-slip region start to propagate and relieve the tensile stress in the middle. These side cracks follow the ͕0111͖ twin planes. Unlike the bottom half where most cracks initiate from intersections of deformations, the top half has different fracture mechanisms as cracks nucleate from the boundaries between the normal lattice grain and phase change region or amorphous domain. At t = 11 ps, on the same height as the projectile's center, the tensile wave of the top surface initiates cracks from the grain boundary between the amorphous domain and the region with structural change, as well as from the boundary between the disordered surface of pyramidal slips and structural-change region ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . The initiation of these cracks restores the structural-change region back to the normal lattice ͓shown in deep blue color around the cracks in Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . A few picoseconds later as the unloading wave has just passed; cracks form on the interface between the structural-change region and the normal lattice at a few nanometers away from the projectile tip ͓see Fig. 4͑b͔͒ . As in the previous case, the cracking immediately heals the structural-change regions, so they do not coexist with mature cracks.
Near the end of the simulation, the cracks at the top and bottom parts of the substrate connect to form the skirt surfaces of two frustums, whose bases are the top and bottom free surfaces ͑see Fig. 5͒ . The entire cracked volume is shaped like an hourglass, with approximate symmetry about the neck plane. The neck is located roughly at the middle of the substrate, which is a few nanometers in front of the projectile tip, with a radius of around 50 nm. For the top frustum, the skirt surface happens to be the boundary of the amorphous core. The skirt of the bottom frustum coincides with the connected surfaces of twins. During spallation, the material in the top and bottom frustums ejects with upward and downward velocities, respectively.
In conclusion, large-scale MD simulations of hypervelocity impact in ␣-alumina reveal several new fracture initiation mechanisms. This unique fracture and spallation pattern is missing in impact simulations at lower speeds. Fig. 1͒ view of the same height as the projectile center at t = 12 ps. Cracking occurs at the boundary between the amorphized region ͑or disordered structure formed by slips͒ and structural-change domains. ͑b͒ Basal-plane view of a few nanometers ahead of the cracks in ͑a͒. Cracks at the boundary of structural-change regions and normal lattice, which relieves the stress and reverses the structural change.
FIG. 5. ͑Color͒ Pressure in the system at 30 ps, when the substrate is about to fracture along the surface of an hourglass-shaped region. Deformations and cracks are visualized on the two inner planes p ͑0110͒ and q ͑2110͒.
